
tyr is your one and
only smooth operator

extended mode compact mode

Anyone

Run and gun: We have included 4 operation 
modes that assist you during the shot. No 
matter what your skillset is like, you will fi nd 
the right set-up to achieve your desired shot 

in no time.

Extended mode opens up the possibilities you‘ve 
always dreamt of. Move around freely in 3D-space 

with maximum precision.  

Intuitive 3-axis movement control:
 in/out, 360° around the car, up/down

Compact Mode lets you do whatever you want, 
even if you have less experience. It makes sure that 
you always stay in safe boundaries. Limit your over-
head to less than 90 cm / 3 ft from the car while 

drastically minimizing risk of collision.

Intuitive 2-axis movement control:
up/down, 360° around the car
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Garage mode

We have integrated a special mode which is
dedicated to confi ned spaces. Finally you can
create unseen tracking shots in car parks or
narrow passages when mounted at the back. 
Maintain the freedom of movement anywhere.*

Selfi e mode

Forget about time consuming car rigs or low
loaders. Mount TYR to your hero car in no time 
and capture exterior details with unbelievably 
precise motion. You can even fi lm your actors
inside the car. Within TYRs 3D motion space you 

can track in or out for stunning shots.* 

Long vs. safe

We have created TYR with maximum safety in mind 
and therefore limited the overall length. For full 
360° coverage you can rapidly but manually 

slide TYR from the rear to the front. When mounted 
in the back position the front support rails can be 

taken of. This enables you to shoot your target 
from every angle you can imagine.

*Software update coming in 2018

rear mounting position

front mounting position
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from micro
to muscle

Any car

TYR can be attached to a wide range of cars. 
We‘ve included over 300 vehicles in our data-

base, easily selectable with a simple tap.

Adaptive: Even if your vehicle is not 
registered in our app, you can comfor-
tably set custom parameters to ensure 
safe operation.
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tyr can handle any
camera & any gimbal

Any rig

We know that every fi lmmaker prefers their own�setup. 
That‘s why TYR is compatible with a wide range of the most 
used gimbals and cameras. From small to large. If your rig is 
not listed within the app you can set up a custom one. Rest 
assured, that no matter what you bring along to your shoot 

TYR can handle it.

Compatible cameras:
Arri Alexa Mini, Red Weapon, Canon C500,�Canon 5D, Sony 

Alpha 7, Sony FS7, Sony F55, Blackmagic URSA and many 
more!

Compatible gimbals:
Shotover G1, Movi XL, Movi Pro, Movi M15, DJI Ronin 2, DJI 

Ronin MX and of course Libra MINI
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no matter where
no matter the conditions

Anywhere

We have reset the boundaries. Just grab your 
bags, get a cab to the airport and check-in the 
cases. TYR can be taken with you to even the 
most remote locations. Whether by airplane, 
car, truck or boat, TYR can be transported and 

setup on any means of transport.

Setup in under 30 minutes. No tools needed.  

We have designed TYR to literally be plug
and play. Quick locks and fasteners

help you to assemble TYR in no time. 
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Rugged design

An adventure through snow swept landscapes?
A car chase in a thunderstorm? A trek through 
the desert?  TYR is ready for whatever you 

throw at it.

Water 
Rainproof

Toughness 
Anodized Coating

Temperature 
Designed to withstand  

extreme conditions 

Tech 
 Industrial grade  

electronics
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crew protection
always comes first

Safety

Just to name a few: Visual crane position feed-
back, user limits, emergency stop buttons 
and safety margins. We paid special attention
to usage convenience and crew protection.
Therefore we have included two assistant
switches which block all motion during gate 
check, lens change, card swap or your lunch 

break.

Out of the box

TYR is controlled via a secure remote control 
and can be confi gured through our preinstalled
app. No need to manage bluetooth connec-
tions or updates on set. Simply plug and play 

for a smooth shooting experience.

Wireless control Industrial gradeUp to 250 m / 270 yards  
range
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App

Most of todays equipment is controlled via an 
app. But in remote locations internet is unreli-
able, apps fail to install and updates can’t be 
downloaded. Not to mention what happens 

when you drop your beloved tablet.

That is why TYR comes with the app preinstal-
led on a rugged tablet. No failed connections 

and hectic phone calls!

Shoot screen

The shoot screen gives you live feedback of 
TYRs position in 3D space. User defi ned limits 
help you to securely manouvre through space 

and get the shots in the can.

Smart Parameters

The crane knows best how far it can go. Based 
on  your car and gimbal settings as well as the 
fully adjustable safety margins the deadzone 
is automatically calculated. When shooting in 
confi ned spaces you can simply set your limits 

in 3D space.

Intuitive

The app helps you to set up TYR step by step. 
From being a fi rst time user to wrapping things 
up, everything is intuitive and easy to under-
stand. In addition to a full tutorial and safety 
checklists each screen is accompanied by help 

screens whenever you’re unsure.
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everything your  inner
nerd wants to know

Tech Specs

Technical specifi cations shall guide you to
a worry free set-up. If you need more infor-
mation don’t hesitate to get in touch with us. 
Also check our white papers for additional 

tips and tricks. 

Payload
25 kg / 55 lbs

 Arm rotation speed
80°/s

Lift speed
1 m/s / 3,3 ft/s

Weight of crane (without cases) 
95 kg / 208 lbs

Weight of roof rail system
36 kg / 79 lbs

Minimum required car roof load
100 kg / 220 lbs

Power source
 4 x 12V standard car batteries

System voltage 
48V

Remote control
 Industry grade safety certifi ed remote
control  for a safe and stable connection. 
250 m / 270 yd range (in open space).

Tablet App
We deliver a tablet with the preinstalled App.
 No need to worry about connection settings 
 and fi rmware updates.

Water / dust proof rating
rainproof

Car mount system 
Via Thule roof rack system (car specifi c clamps 
can be ordered at any Thule dealer).

Maximum driving speed
 Tested up to 140 km/h (87 mph). The maximum 
speed needs  to be determined by the driver as 
road conditions,  vehicle weight and dimensions, 
payload and driving expercience vary greatly.�
As a rule of thumb:  Better safe than sorry.

Cable wiring
 BNC, battery or additional cables can be routed 
 through a hollow shaft in the baseplate.

Set-up time 
30 min - coff ee breaks not included

Run time
full shooting day
(tested with 50Ah car battery)

 Maximum turns 
+- 720 degrees (2 full turns in each direction)

Maximum overhead in Compact mode
90 cm / 3 ft (depending on car, gimbal & came-
ra combination) 

Maximum lens height in Compact mode
approx. 3 m / 10’  (depending on car,
gimbal & camera combination)
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Remote control range
250 m / 270 yards with external antenna
in open space 

Assistant stop switch 
One inside the car and one near the gimbal.

2 x emergency buttons 
One inside the car and one on
the  remote control.

User limits 
User defi nable distance/height limits.

Overload indicator
 The app let’s you know when your riding
the edge with TYR. In red. Just to be sure.

User acceleration
User defi nable presets on remote control:
fast/medium/slow

User speed
User defi nable presets on remote control:
fast/medium/slow

Compatible cameras
Arri Alexa Mini, Red Weapon, Canon C500,
Canon 5D, Sony Alpha 7, Sony FS7, Sony F55, 
Blackmagic URSA and many more!

Compatible gimbals
Shotover G1, Movi XL, Movi Pro, Movi M15,
DJI Ronin 2, DJI Ronin MX and many more!

crane length 2.9 m / 9’6’’

max. crane height
4.5 m / 14’9’’

height in
Garage mode
under 2 m / 6’6’’

90 cm / 3 ft
in Compact mode

lens height
3.8 m / 12’5’’
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